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Outline of talk:

▶ UV & IR physics are connected via RGE.

▶ Complementarity between Lab versus Cosmic Observables.
▶ Stochastic Gravitational Waves from Cosmological Phase Transitions

▶ Peccei-Quinn Phase Transition & Gravitational Waves.
▶ Conformal Invariance & TAF as a direction of UV-completion.
▶ Predictions in UV-complete Axion model.
▶ Predictions with Conformal Symmetry Breaking.

▶ Predictions on the GW detectors sensitivity map.

▶ Recent NanoGrav GW detection.

▶ Conclusion
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History of the Universe
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Gravitational Waves

▶ Gravitational Waves (GW) first detected in 2016.

▶ New Window into the Early Universe.

▶ New Probes of Particle Phenomenology beyond TeV (LHC scale).

▶ Robust predictions of GW signatures from UV-completion conditions.
▶ Sources of GW of cosmological origin & corresponding GW spectrum:

▶ Inflation: Primordial GW.
▶ Inflation: Secondary GW.
▶ Strong First-order Phase Transition.
▶ Re-heating.
▶ Graviton bremsstrahlung.
▶ Topological Defects.
▶ Oscillon.
▶ Primordial BH-induced GW.

▶ Strong CP Problem dictates U(1)PQ symmetry breaking.
Peccei-Quinn Phase Transition.
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GW - - Local Cosmic String

Topological defects like cosmic strings can be formed in early universe when some
gauge U(1)X symmetry is broken in early universe. It give rise to scale invariant GW
spectrum. Detection prospects lies on the symmetry breaking scale vev.

King (2020)
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GW - - Global Cosmic String

Topological defects like cosmic strings can be formed in early universe when some
global U(1)X symmetry is broken in early universe. Detection prospects lies on the
symmetry breaking scale vev which needs to be very high.

Cui (2021)
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GW - - Domain Walls

Topological defects like Domain Walls are formed when a discrete symmetry is broken
and give rise to GW spectrum may look something like this (still under active research
topic). Detection prospects lies of symmetry breaking scale as well as the asymmetry
term in the potential, like cubic term.

Dunsky at. al. (2021)
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GW - - Primordial and Scalar Induced Secondary GW

Primary Tensor Perturbations and Secondary Tensor Spectrum induced by first-order
scalar perturbation via mixing. Can be tuned to generate high amplitude in high
frequency regions.
Acts as natural probes of particle models like Higgs inflation, axion inflation, MSSM
inflation, etc.

Baumann (2007)
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GW - - (P)-reheating

Excitation of tensor perturbations during inflaton oscillating in FRW background.
Backreaction and effects of metric fluctuations. Enhancement mechanism:
Bose-resonance, tachynic growth, parametric resonance.

Figuera (2007)
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GW - - Graviton Bremmstrahlung

Inflaton radiating away gravitons forming Stochastic GW background.

Nakayama (2018)
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GW - - First-order Phase transition

Typical GW spectrum from thermal first-order phase transition:

Huang (2018)
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Phase Transition

Schwaller (Amsterdam (2019))
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Phase Transition

Phase Transitions:

▶ Bubbles nucleate and grow.

▶ Expand in plasma.

▶ Bubbles and fronts collide - - violent process.

▶ Sound Waves left behind in thermal plasma.

▶ Turbulence, damping.
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Phase Transition GW - Parameter Dependence

▶ Total GW energy budget from 3 sources

▶

▶

▶

Other important parameter: bubble wall speed vw , efficiency factors.
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Bounce Action S3:
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Phase Transition GW - Parameter Dependence

Schwaller (Amsterdam, 2019)
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Axion as Dark Matter
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Axion Pheno

▶ Axion or ALP couplings to SM particles are always suppressed by inverse powers
of U(1)PQ symmetry breaking scale fa.

▶ Phenomenological scalar with complex singlet scalar Φ:

Φ(x) =
1
√
2
(fa + ϕ(x))e ia(x)/fa (1)

▶ Spontaneous breaking of U(1) may lead to strong first-order phase transition at
the fa scale & generate GW signals to be detected at the current and future
detectors.
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Phase Transition GW - Finite Temperature
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Phase Transition GW - sensitivity

Dev et. al. (2019)
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Phase Transition GW - Parameter Dependence

Dev et. al. (2019)
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KSVZ Axion

▶ No massless bosons coupling to X while Peccei-Quinn symmetry is restored.

▶ Fermion contribution to Veff contributes is negatively.

▶ Finite temperature corrected potential is of the form m(T )|X |2 + λ(T )|X |4.
▶ PQ phase transition is of second-order in the minimal case.

▶ In order of make strong first-order phase transition (PT), and thus enhanced GW,
we go to supercooling regime. This requires PT to last long enough.

▶ This means S3
T

∼ constant → scale invariant.

▶ Break PQ symmetry radiatively.

▶ Or, break non-minimally like strong coupling regime, non-perturbative,
extra-dimension etc. (See Delle Rosse (2019) & Von Harling (2019).)
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Conformal Symmetry Breaking

Due to conformal symmetry-breaking, the flat direction is lifted at 1-loop when

Veff =
βλ

4
σ4(log(

σ

fa
−

1

4
)),

where < σ >= fa.
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Conformal Symmetry Breaking

Strong super-cooling enhances GW signals:

delle Rosse et. al. (2019), von Harling et. al. (2019)
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Total Asymptotic Freedom Principle

▶ No scales are fundamental are nature, all scales that we observe are generated
dynamically: 1-loop or via non-perturbative physics.

▶ Gravitational Corrections not included. For re-normalizabable theories of gravity
like Quadratic Gravity or non-local gravity, all corrections are softened in the UV.

▶ Still suffers from Landau poles.

▶ Total Asymptotic Freedom (TAF) as a direction for UV completion of particle
physics. All couplings flow to zero in the UV.

▶ No Landau poles in theory.

▶ Theory valid and perturbative upto infinite energy scales.

▶ For U(1)PQ , simplest possibility to replace by SU(2)a.

▶ Generic conditions for TAF already studied in several places [Giudice (2014),
Holdom (2015), Pelaggi (2015)].

Low energy spectrum of the theory contains extra dark photon on top of the SM.
All masses of extra quarks and scalars are expressed in terms of the free parameter fa.
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Phase Transition GW - Parameter Dependence

Renormalization Group Equations of the parameters:

and ba = 14
3
, t =

ln(µ2/µ2
0)

(4π)2
, where µ0 is arbritrary energy scale.

∆ is the extra contributions from scalars and fermions in the theory.
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Phase Transition GW - Parameter Dependence

Axion potential:

X and A are used inter-changeably for denoting the radial part of the axion field.
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Phase Transition GW - Parameter Dependence

t = 100 ≡ µ = 10100 GeV.
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Phase Transition GW - Parameter Dependence

Some values for satisfying TAF principle.

Figure: Values of (λ̃1, λ̃2) satisfying TAF condition. ne is the number of vector-like Dirac fermions
in the adjoint of SU(2)a.

Salvio et. al. (2020)
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Phase Transition GW - Parameter Dependence

Predictions for some benchmark values.
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Imposing conformal symmetry on the axion potential leaves us with only 2 free
parameters, thereby very predictive.
Ghoshal et. al. (2020)
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Phase Transition GW - Parameter Dependence

Predictions on the GW spectrum
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BBN bound on the integrated GW spectrum

Ghoshal et. al. (2020)
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Conclusion: PQ Phase Transition & Gravitational Waves

▶ Complementarity between the Sky and the Lab via RGE.

▶ GW detectors will be probing the pre-BBN era.

▶ UV completion of axion (or any BSM) particle models is insensitive to laboratory
or astrophysics searches but predictable in early universe dynamics.

▶ GW from strong first-order Peccei-Quinn phase transitions will be testable in near
future.

▶ Conformal symmetry breaking makes PQ phase transition very very strong due to
supercooling.

▶ TAF Principle predicts very characteristic & verifiable GW spectrum.

▶ Gravitational Wave era invites us to dare to imagine, propose and test UV
completions of Quantum Field Theory and Gravity !
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Percolation Criterion for PT to end
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NanoGrav GW Detection

NanoGrav recently detected GW events. Many cosmic sources have been proposed.
The GW spectrum nicely fits cosmic strings origin hypothesis.

Ellis (2020)
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Thank You


